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ascend Go along towards (a river’s) source.
Salmon ascend rivers from the sea to spawn.

ascending Moving or going or growing upward.
The ascending plane.

ascent An instance of rising or moving up through the air.
The first ascent of the Matterhorn.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
A range of measures to boost tourism.

climb An ascent especially of a mountain or hill by climbing.
We began to climb the hill.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

elevate Raise in rank or condition.
The field guns were elevated twenty degrees.

elevation
A raised or elevated geological formation.
The area has a topography that ranges from 1 500 to 3 000 metres in
elevation.

elevator
A platform or compartment housed in a shaft for raising and lowering people
or things to different levels; a lift.
First you trim the rudder then the ailerons and finally the elevator.

escalator
A clause in a contract that provides for an increase or a decrease in wages or
prices or benefits etc. depending on certain conditions (as a change in the cost
of living index.

high Used of sounds and voices high in pitch or frequency.
High ceilings.

hoist An act of raising or lifting something.
Hoist the flags.
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ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
Employees on their way up the career ladder.

lift
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
Lift a ban.

precipitate A precipitated solid substance in suspension or after settling or filtering.
Our economy precipitated into complete ruin.

promote Of an additive act as a promoter of a catalyst.
Some regulation is still required to promote competition.

raise Raise from a lower to a higher position.
Raise Cain.

rise Rise in rank or status.
The sun had just risen.

risen (of e.g. celestial bodies) above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising Newly come into prominence.
A rising market.

soar Rise rapidly.
When she heard his voice her spirits soared.

soaring Increasing rapidly above the usual level.
The coloured trails of soaring rockets.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A folding portable ladder hinged at the top.

top Covering for a hole especially a hole in the top of a container.
He removed the top of the carton.

uphill The upward slope of a hill.
The journey is slightly uphill.

upstairs An upper floor.
An upstairs room.

upward Towards a higher place, point, or level.
An upward stroke of the pen.

vertically
At right angles to a horizontal plane; aligned in such a way that the top is
directly above the bottom.
Vertically stacked books.

zoom Cause a lens or camera to zoom in or out.
The camera zoomed in for a close up of his face.
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